
 
A journey above the Arctic Circle where there is
sunshine 24/7 for two months and Northern Lights
seven months of the year combined with vibrant
and picturesque Bergen, one of Europe´s most
beautiful trainrides from fjord to mountains and
down. Vibrant Oslo where we explore the new and
old parts of our beautiful capital city. 

ARCTIC PARADISE 
We move on to our arctic paradise, Sommarøy with
wild nature and Caribbean like beaches. 

Our journey starts in Tromsø were we will unwind in the
lively getaway to the Arctic. Together we will enjoy and
explore the city also from a birds eye as the Tromsø Cable
Car will take us to the highest peak with spectacular
panoramic views of Tromsø, the surrounding islands,
mountains and fjords. 

10-18 August & 5-14 October - Tromsø, Sommarøy, Bergen, Oslo - 9 days 

Sunshine all night in summer and a chance of seven months of Northern Light,
Caribbean like beaches, Norway´s prettiest cities and one of Europe´s most
beautiful train rides crossing mountains together with a small group of women. 

TROMSØ 

Sommarøy

Tromsø

ARCTIC PARADISE & STUNNING CITIES  



SOMMARØY
Feel the ease, the sea-breeze, enjoy sauna, light hiking, easy yoga and if we are lucky the
Northern Lights. Filled with energy after days at our Arctic Caribbean paradise, we fly to Norways
second largest and probably Norways most beautiful city Bergen. 

Northen Lights Sommarøy Sunset at Sommarøy

Sommarøy



From the north to the best of the
west. We will stroll Bergen´s
UNESCO protected Old Town, visit
mount Fløyen with gondola and
enjoy Norway´s most picture perfect
city. 

OSLO
The journey ends in Oslo. Oslo is our city and we
will show you around, take you to the famous sight
such as the Vigeland Sculpture Park, Barcode and
Munch as well as the hidden streets and gems only
locals know before we say farewell. 

BERGEN

From Bergen we take the famous trainride to Oslo.
The Bergen Line is ranked as one of Europe`s
most beautiful train journeys by Lonely Planet and
runs over the highlands from the fjords of Bergen
over Europe's largest high mountain plateau and
down to the Oslofjord. 

We take you to the bucket list destiations and the
hidde gems only locals know about. Our tours are
suitable for all women who want to get to know
Norway beyond the surface with a small group of
other women. Friendship, laughter and happiness is
always included. A Vilja tour is much more than a
journey, it's a lifetime experience. 

MADE BY WOMEN FOR
WOMEN 

Bryggen Bergen UNESCO site 

Viev from the trainride Bergen Oslo at Flåm 

The Norwegian Opera and Ballet 

BERGEN - OSLO TRAIN 



ARCTIC PARADISE & STUNNING CITIES               10-18 AUGUST & 5-14 OCT 2022  
                                              
TROMSØ, SOMMARØY, BERGEN, OSLO 
A journey above the Arctic Circle where there is sunshine 24/7 for two months and Northern
Lights seven months of the year combined with vibrant and picturesque Bergen, one of Europe´s
most beautiful trainrides and the best of new and old Oslo. 

We will unwind in lively Tromsø, the getaway to the Arctic. Together we will explore the city
also from a birds eye as the Tromsø Cable Car will take us to the highest peak with spectacular
panoramic views of Tromsø and the surrounding islands, mountains and fjords.  

We move on to Sommarøy with wild nature and Caribbean like beaches. Feel the ease and the
sea-breeze, enjoy sauna, light hiking, easy yoga and if we are lucky the Northern Lights. 

Filled with energy after days at our Arctic Caribbean place, we fly to Norways second largest
city Bergen. We will stroll Bergen´s UNESCO protected Old Town, visit mount Fløyen with
gondola and enjoy Norway´s most picture perfect and most beautiful city. 

From Bergen we take the famous trainride to Oslo. The Bergen Line is ranked as one of Europe`s
most beautiful train journeys and runs over the highlands from the fjords of Bergen over
Europe's largest high mountain plateau and down to the Oslofjord. 
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/europes-best-train-journey

Oslo is our city and we will take you to the famous sight such as the Vigeland Sculpture Park,
Barcode and Munch as well as the hidden streets and gems only locals know about.
https://www.visitnorway.com/places-to-go/eastern-norway/oslo/

Start Tromsø
Wednesday 10th August and 5th October 

End Oslo 
Thursday 18th August and 14th October 
 
Included 
Transportation: All transfers from Tromsø to Sommarøy, flight Tromsø-Bergen, train Bergen-
Oslo
 
Accommodation: 8 nights in shared rooms (single extra) 1 Tromsø, 3 Sommarøy, 2 Bergen, 2 Oslo

Meals: Breakfasts and dinners x 8

Activities: Gondolarides in Tromsø and Bergen, hiking, yoga, sauna, Northern Light safari and
citywalks with guides 

August 10-18.8.2022 and October 5-14.10.2022, 9 days and 8 nights

Price net         30.990 NOK , 2.690 EURO, 2.950 USD 
Single rooms  35.990 NOK,  3.190 EURO, 3.490 USD 

 FIXED DATES TOURS FALL 2022

9 days 



 
From vibrant Oslo, to the best of the North,
Lofoten and the lesser known, stunning beautiful
Vesterålen. The journey between the two takes
place on a daycruice on the famous coastal line.
We enjoy Norways´s most beautiful trainrides, a
fjordcruise and Norway's pretties city Bergen. 

VESTERÅLEN 
From Oslo we fly to the north of Norway, to
Vesterålen, not as well known as Lofoten, but if
possible even more beautiful. Vesterålen is a well
kept secret with it's mountains, fjords and sandy
beaches. 

21 - 29 August                         Oslo - Vesterålen - Lofoten - Bergen - 9 days 

Pictureperfect Lofoten and the secret of the North, Vesterålen, both with
sunshine all night in summer and Northern Lights the rest of the year if we are
lucky. Norways prettiest cities Oslo and Bergen, amazing train rides with
fjordcruise on UNESCO-protected fjords, in a small group with other women.  

OSLO 

Vesterålen

Oslo

NORTHERN SECRETS, FJORDS & CITIES  

The tour starts in the vibrant city of Oslo. Oslo is our
city and we know it and love it. We will take you to the
famous sight such as the Vigeland Sculpture Park,
Barcode and Munch as well as the hidden streets,
areas and gems only locals know about. 



LOFOTEN - HENNINGSVÆR
From Vesterålen we travel to the most famous fishing village in Lofoten, also referred to as
"Venice of the North", Henningsvær. The original environment has been preserved in
Henningsvær, with all its elegant quayside buildings and rorbu cabins standing shoulder to
shoulder on the sea front. Henningsvær is pure enjoyment of the wonders of the nature and there
is a colorful mix of homes, small shops, workshops and cafes.  

Henningsvær fishing village One of the many charming cafees in Henningsvær 

Henningsvær



We will stroll Bergen´s UNESCO protected Old Town, wander
the small cobblestone streets with wooden charming houses
and enjoy Norway´s most picture perfect city. 

We go on a gondola ride to Mount Fløyen to see Bergen from
above and stop by the blooming parks, visit the fish market and
chill in charming cafes. 

BERGEN

From Bergen we go on a daytrip and join one of
the World´s most beautiful train rides, the Flåm
Railway and a boat cruise on the UNESCO World
Heritage Site fjords Nærøyfjorden and
Aurlandsfjorden, all a part of the Norway in  a
Nutshell tour, before we depart and go home. 

We take you to the bucket list destiations and the
hidde gems only locals know about. Our tours are
suitable for all women who want to get to know
Norway beyond the surface with a small group of
other women. Friendship, laughter and happiness is
always included. A Vilja tour is much more than a
journey, it's a lifetime experience. 

MADE BY WOMEN FOR
WOMEN 

Bryggen Bergen UNESCO site 

Bergen  

TRAIN & FJORD TOUR 

View from the trainride Norway in a Nutshell 

From the secret and famous north of
Norway by plane to the best of 
 Western Norway, Bergen.  



NORTHERN SECRETS, FJORDS & CITIES                                 21-29 AUGUST  2022

OSLO, VESTERÅLEN, LOFOTEN, BERGEN 
The secret of the north, Vesterålen in combination with beautiful Lofoten, the best of the west
with Bergen, the UNESCO protected western fjords and our vibrant capital Oslo. 

We meet in Oslo to see the famous sight such as the Vigeland Sculpture Park, Barcode and
Munch as well as the hidden streets and gems only locals know about. 

From Oslo the journey continues by plane to Harstad and we will spend three nights at our
secret place in Vesterålen and enjoy the good life up north. From Vesterålen we go with the
famous coastal line to Lofoten and Svolvær and end the tour in the most picture perfect vibrant
fishing village of them all, charming and authentic Henningsvær.  

After Lofoten we fly to Bergen where we will stroll the streets in the UNESCO protected Old
Town, visit mount Fløyen with gondola and enjoy Norway´s most picture perfect and most
beautiful city with lots of charming areas and places for culinary treats. 

From Bergen we take the famous trainride and fjordcruise Norway in a Nutshell including the
Flåm Railway, ranked as one of the Worlds`s most beautiful trainrides. We join a fjordcruice on
UNESCO World Heritage Site fjords before we have a farewelldinner at a charming Bergen
restaurant.  

Start Oslo 
Sunday 21st August  

End Bergen 
Monday 29th August  
 
Included 
Transportation: All transfers from Oslo to Vesterålen/Lofoten returning to Bergen, flight Oslo-
Harstad, flight Svolvær-Bergen, daycruice coastline and Norway in a Nutshell tour start and end
in Bergen. 

Accommodation: 8 nights in shared rooms (single extra) 
1 Oslo, 3 Vesterålen, 2 Henningsvær, 2 Bergen 

Meals: Breakfasts and dinners x 8, lunches x 3 
Activities: Gondolaride in Bergen, citywalks with guides in Oslo and Bergen, trainride and
fjordcruise Norway in a nutshell

August 21-29th 2022, 9 days and 8 nights

Price net         39.990 NOK , 3.490 EURO, 3.890 USD 
Single rooms  44.990 NOK,  3.990 EURO, 4.290 USD 

 

 FIXED DATES TOURS FALL 2022

9 days 


